Abstract. Most common feature selection techniques for document categorization are supervised and require lots of training data in order to accurately capture the descriptive and discriminative information from the defined categories. Considering that training sets are extremely small in many classification tasks, in this paper we explore the use of unsupervised extractive summarization as a feature selection technique for document categorization. Our experiments using training sets of different sizes indicate that text summarization is a competitive approach for feature selection, and show its appropriateness for situations having small training sets, where it could clearly outperform the traditional information gain technique.
Introduction
Automatic document categorization is the task of assigning free text documents into a set of predefined categories or topics. Currently, most effective solutions for this task are based on the paradigm of supervised learning, where a classification model is learned from a given set of labeled examples called training set [7] . Within this paradigm, an important process is the identification of the set of features (words in the case of text categorization) more useful for the classification. This process, known as feature selection, tends to use statistical information from the training set in order to identify the features that better describe the objects of different categories and help discriminating among them. Due to the use of that statistical information, the larger the training set, the better the feature selection. Unfortunately, due to the high costs associated with data labeling, for many applications these datasets are very small. Because of this situation it is of great importance to search for alternative feature selection methods specially suited to deal with small training sets.
In order to tackle the above problem, in this paper we propose to apply unsupervised extractive summarization as a feature selection technique; in other words, we propose reducing the set of features by representing documents by means of a representative subset of their sentences. Our proposal is supported on two facts about extractive summarization. First, it has demonstrated to capture the essence of texts by selecting their most important sections, and, consequently, a subset of words adequate for their description. Second, it is an inherently local process, where each document is reduced individually, bypassing the restrictions imposed by the size of the given training set.
Through experiments on a collection consisting of three training sets of different sizes we show that text summarization is a competitive approach for feature selection and, what is more relevant, that it is specially appropriate for situations having small training sets. Particularly, in this situations the proposed approach could significantly improved the results achieved by the information gain technique.
The rest of this document is organized as follows. Section 2 presents some related works concerning the use of text summarization in the task of document categorization. Section 3 describes the experimental platform; particularly it details the feature selection process and the used datasets. Then, Section 4 shows the results achieved by the proposed approach as well as some baseline results corresponding to the application of information gain as feature selection technique. Finally, Section 5 presents our conclusions and future work ideas.
Related Work
Some previous works have considered the application of text summarization in the task of document categorization. Even though these works have studied different aspects of this application, most of them have revealed, directly or indirectly, the potential of text summarization as a feature selection technique.
Some of these works have used text summarization (or its underlying ideas) to improve the weighting of terms and, thereby, the classification performance. For instance, Ker and Chen [2] weighted the terms by taking into account their frequency and position in the documents; whereas Ko et al. [3] considered a weighting scheme that rewards the terms from the phrases selected by a summarization method.
A more ambitious approach consists of applying text summarization with the aim of reducing the representation of documents and enhancing the construction of the classification model. Examples from this approach are the works by Mihalcea and Hassan [5] and Shen et al. [8] . The former work is of special relevance since it showed that significant improvements can be achieved by classifying extractive summaries rather than entire documents.
Finally, the work by Kolcz et al. [4] explicitly proposes the use of summarization as a feature selection technique. They applied different summarization methodsbased on the selection of sentences with the most important concentration of keywords or title words-and compared the achieved results against those from a statistical feature selection technique, concluding that both approaches are comparable.
Different to these previous works, this paper aims to determine the usefulness of summarization as feature selection technique for the cases consisting of small training sets. Our assumption is that, because summarization is a local process, done document by document without considering information from the entire dataset, it may be particularly appropriate for these cases. Somehow, our intention is to extent the conclusions by Kolcz et al. by showing that, although summarization and statistical feature selection techniques are comparable for most of the cases, the former is a better option for situations restricted by the non-availability of large training sets.
Experimental Platform

Feature Selection Process
Because of our interest to evaluate the effectiveness of text summarization as a feature selection technique, we compared its performance against the one of a traditional supervised (statistical) approach. Particularly, to summarize the documents we used the well-known HITS A directed backward graph-based sentence extraction algorithm [6] . The choice of this algorithm was motivated by its relevant results in text summarization as well as by its previous usage in the context of document categorization [5] . On the other hand, we considered the information gain (IG) measure as exemplar from supervised techniques [9] .
In a few words, the feature selection was carried out as follows: 1. Summarize each document from the training set, by selecting the k% of their most relevant sentences, in line with the selected summarization method. 2. Define the features as the set of words extracted from the summaries, eliminating the stop words. In contrast to this approach, the common (statistical) feature selection process defines the features as the set of words having positive information gain (IG > 0) within the entire dataset. That is, it selects the words whose presence or absence gives the larger information for category prediction.
Evaluation datasets
For the experiments we used the R8 collection [1] . This collection is formed by the eight largest categories from the Reuters-21578 corpus, which documents belong to only one class. It contains 5189 training documents and 2075 test documents.
With the aim of demonstrating the appropriateness of the proposed approach for situations having small training sets, we constructed two smaller collections from the original R8 corpus: R8-41 and R8-10, consisting of 41 and 10 training documents per class respectively. These collections contain 328 and 80 training documents and the original 2075 test documents. Details can be found in Table 1 . 
Results
In the experiments we evaluated the effectiveness of feature selection by means of the classification performance. Our assumption is that, given a fixed test set and classification algorithm, the better the feature selection the higher the classification performance. In particular, in all experiments we used a Support Vector Machine as classification algorithm, term frequency as weighting scheme, and the classification accuracy and micro-averaged F 1 as evaluation measures. Table 2 shows two baseline results. The first one corresponds to the usage of all words as features (i.e., without applying any feature selection method, except by the elimination of stop words); whereas, the second concerns the usage of only those words having positive information gain. From these results it is clear that the IGbased approach is pertinent for situations having enough training data, where it could improve the accuracy in 1.5%. However, it is also evident that it has severe limitations to deal with small training datasets. For instance, it only could define 20 relevant features for the R8-10 collection (which represented just 1% of the whole set of words), causing a decrement in the classification accuracy of around 50%. Table 3 and table 4 show results from the proposed method for different summary sizes, ranging from 10% to 90% of the original sentences of the training documents. The achieved results are encouraging; they show that text summarization is a competitive approach for feature selection and, what is more relevant, that it is especially appropriate for situations having small training sets. In particular, for the reduced collections R8-41 and R8-10, very small summaries (from 10% to 50%) could outperform, with statistical significance, the results obtained by the application of the IG-based approach (IG > 0) as well as those obtained using all words as features. We evaluated statistical significance of the results using the z-test with a confidence of the 95%. In order to have a deep understanding of the capacity of the proposed method, we compared its results against those from a classifier trained with the same number of features but corresponding to the top IG values (indicated in Table 4 as Top-IG). As can be noticed our method always obtain better results, indicating that the information gain cannot be properly evaluated from small training sets. Regarding this fact, it is interesting to notice that for the R8-10 collection, our method allowed a 7% of accuracy improvement (from 71.71 to 76.77) by means of a 70% feature reduction (from 2,305 to 706), whereas, for the same compression ratio, the features selected by their IG value caused a 28% drop in the accuracy (from 71.71 to 52.24). 
Conclusions and Future Work
This paper studied the application of automatic text summarization as a feature selection technique in the task of document categorization. Experimental results in a collection having three training sets of different sizes indicated that summarization and information gain (a statistical feature selection approach) are comparable when there are enough training data (such as in the original R8 collection), whereas the former is a better option for situations restricted by the non-availability of large training sets (as in the cases of R8-41 and R8-10 collections). This behavior is because summarization is a local process, where each document is reduced individually without considering the rest of the documents; while statistical techniques such as IG require lots of training data in order to accurately capture the discriminative information from the defined categories. Due to this characteristic, as future work we plan to examine the pertinence of summarization-based feature selection into a semi-supervised text classification approach.
It is important to mention that the success of summarization depends on the nature of the documents. In this paper we evaluated the proposed method in a collection of news reports demonstrating its usefulness. As future work we plan to determine its appropriateness for other kinds of documents such as web pages and emails.
